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Dear kindered spirit friends of Jakob Lorber and related servants as
Emanuel Swedenborg and Gottfried Mayerhofer and further writers
of our Lord Jesus. We wish you a blissfull enjoyment in reading. G
Our friend, Wilfried Schlätz, is still in the hospital, as it now stands and
according to the latest news, he is not doing well. We miss him very much but
if the Lord has other plans for him….. He's always in "good hands!" Wilfried,
we think of you and sympathize with you! You are NEVER alone. We all wish
you a speedy recovery if God wants it. Let us all pray for him! G.
================================================================

Call to all Readers
Suggestion:
Klaus Opitz has repeatedly received inquiries about whether there are house circles
or Lorber groups in this or that region. A whole lot of friends [kindred spirits] would
like to work in a regionally active group. However, there is no corresponding
overview yet, from which one can see where such groups already are. Therefore, a
call to all readers to tell the editorial team of the JLI where such groups already
exist, so that the answers can then be summarized and published in JLI. We will be
very grateful to you.
================================================================

INTROSPECTION – SELF EXAMINATION

Contacts and reactions
We received friendly and useful responses to the Jakob-Lorber-Bulletin Nr. 13.
Reactions will be published to the incoming order again:
================================================================
The send copy [preferably between the 15th and 17th of a month] is processed
in the next issue. Incoming copy outside the specified dates is then postponed
and is naturally included in the subsequent publication

gerard

=================================================================

Contacts and reactions:
Brigitte from Switzerland
Dear Tommy!
Before me lies the Lorber-magazine from the Netherlands, from your hand!
Wilfried is still in the clinic, it does not look good for him. With all good wishes for him!

Kind regards,
Brigitte

Answer
Thank you Brigitte,
Let us pray for him, that it goes well with him! G.

================================================================

Hans from the Netherlands
Dear Gerard,
Look at these two YouTube videos on the golden ratio. I find this much more
interesting than the calculating with numbers.
The one about the wisdom of the golden ratio, I made myself. The other is a fantastic
animation that generates boundless amazement about the great creation of God.
My story is in Dutch. It is about time that I make an English and German version!
Therefore, this question. Suppose I completely write down my Dutch text, can you
take care of a good translation in German and English? I speak it in on the video and
I put both versions on the internet, on my YouTube channel.

Sincerely,
Hans
THE GEOMETRY OF THE CREATION.
http://youtu.be/9cDn8ETl59g
NATURE BY NUMBERS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P0tLbl5LrJ8

Answer
Dear Hans,

Obviously, you have nothing with the "heavenly language of numbers" as you have
written. Swedenborg and Jakob Lorber wrote a few times about the Heavenly
dimensions. As the name of Noah means golden ratio [next to “gifted”! - in Hebrew
CheN], so is his name connected to the golden ratio ,thus also with the ark which he
had to built. The ark was designed so that its sizes (numbers) corresponded exactly
with his Hebrew name!
My article on the golden ratio gives actually a complete and profound testimony about
reality, which is aligned on all universes and certainly gives an enlightening testimony
about the Bible. What I am talking about is not just an alignment on earth, much more
in the spiritual world. The Matter is indeed solidified spirit! You have to do some
deeper digging and this falls together in the world of consensus. But everyone has
his own thing. And .. yes .. a picture tells definitely much more than 1000 words and,
of course, it has its similarity ....
I find your article a good addition to the "golden ratio". It fits nicely. As regards the
German and English translation, perhaps it can be done. Tell me how much text it is,
we will see if this is possible in terms of time. Maybe I can mediate private.

Gerard
================================================================

Ron Yates from Australia
Hi,
Having been a longstanding reader of Lorber, Mayerhofer and Swedenborg and
other scribes of the Father, I do appreciate the Bulletin.
On reading the GG of J volume 4, Chapter 40, Somnambulism and its application
which ends at the end of chapter 79, the realisation came over me that the Lord
Jesus wants us to do this ,for he said through Lorber, 'anyone one can do it as long
as they do it in my name and are spiritually.sufficiently advanced '
I wondered if any reader of Lorber has also made this realisation and done anything
with it.
I have set about putting somnambulism healing into practice and have had three
sessions with one person and what she received was remarkable.

I want everyone who has the faith and has sufficient spiritual development to try it
and I can see this as a way, that the poor of the world can be given a health selfdiagnosis and with help can be cured of and physical, emotional and/or spiritual
illnesses.
There can be no charges for helping these people.

So, please Lorber followers, read the story of Zorel as it is written in The Great
Gospel of John and let me know what you think.
Ron Yates
Ron Yates
32 Hooper Road
Curra Australië van 4570

Answer
Dear Ron,
We'll keep it in mind. A good idea indeed. I hope to work on it myself and soon I
hope to find the right 'candidate' and I will report about it in due time. G
================================================================

Wilhelm from Germany
Hello Gerard,
Thank you for the November Bulletin. In the November bulletin, in the German and
English edition. http://www.e-wi.info/ is incorrectly written,
Greetings from God,
Wilhelm.

Answer
Dear Wilhelm,
I am sorry. I will change this. Thanks for your reference and for your contribution to
the "love gospe“l. Yes, so you can call this Revelation also. G.

================================================================

On the most important life teachings of
Jesus
By Klaus Opitz
( Short version)

In the many sayings of Jesus on the 10 commandments, the two love
commandments and many other indications of a genuine life in the spirit of Jesus, it
is always necessary to understand what is important for everyday life, where we
should pay attention to, to lead a life according to His Spirit. Here is a set of
statements to consider.
"We have no commandment except that of eternal life which is love and it is as
follows: 'You shall love Me, your God and holy Father, out of and with all the
love which I gave you from eternity for everlasting life and as eternal life. When
you love Me, you unite once more with Me and your life will never end; if you fail
to do this, you separate yourself from life.
Your life will not end because of it, nor shall I ever cease to be your judging God and
though, separated from My life, you will fall into the eternal space of the depths of My
wrath, your fall will truly not take place outside of Me. You will never lose Me, your
God but you will lose your most loving, best and holy Father and with Him an
eternal, free and most blissful life.'
"O fathers and your children of the midday! This is the sale commandment we have;
it has been written deeply into the heart already of every child. This commandment
is the living seed which all of you must plant in your hearts if you want to live as
children of a holy Father, Who is God, holy, holy, holy from eternity to eternity. .“
(Household of God.01_070,21f)
(The Lord:) MY disciple John told you already, and I confirm this to you, that in the
two commandments: ‘Love God above all and your fellowman like yourself’ the
10 commandments of Moses are contained and all the rest about what man
should do to awaken the spiritual spark that abides in him and to unite more
and more with his soul. For it is only in the right way of living according to God
and in the right deeds of love for your fellowman that you will find true
satisfaction, inner peace and the right victory over your passions and death.
The one in whom the conviction is awakened, which makes it impossible for him to
sin against those commandments, will already discover true Heaven on this Earth, for
he became untouchable for all the attacks of evil, became by that a real ruler in him
and out of him a ruler over nature (GGJ.11_011,01f).
…But the twelve gates no longer indicate that the new city is built out of the twelve
tribes of Israel, but out of the twelve main principles of My teachings, which are
contained in the ten commandments of Moses and My two new
commandments of love: since they are the gates through which the future
people will come into the new city of God full of light and life.
Only those who will keep these My commandments, will come into the city and
light and life will be given to him; but those who will not keep the
commandments, will not have access to this new city. Similarly, the twelve types

of precious stones signify the same twelve commandments, from which the wall
around the great city was build. (GGJ-54,8,9)
These twelve commandments are thus not only the entrance gates to the light and
life for the people, but they are also their indestructible protection and shield,
which the gates and powers of hell or the material worldliness will never be
able to defeat and destroy. (GGJ-54,10)
Whoever thus made the will of God his own through keeping the commandments,
has also adopted the divine power and the divine freedom and has reached the
state of the true rebirth of the spirit and is as a true child of God as perfect as the
Father in Heaven Himself.
And I say now to you all, that you should strive already here on earth to become as
perfect as the Father in Heaven is perfect by keeping the commandments
precisely, then you will be able to do greater things than I have done now. And if you
have reached this state, then you will already in advance be a citizen of the new
Jerusalem. This is thus the meaning of the third phenomenon. (GGJ.07_054,12 and
13)
As long as a well-meant word of truth out of the mouth of your fellowman can
still hurt and offend you, you are still far away from God’s Kingdom.
(GGJ.08_064,17)
Do not ever repay evil with evil, but rather do good to your enemies.
(GGJ.07_140,04)
If you feel rage in your heart about the sinner who deserves a just punishment,
then put the punishing rod out of your hand; because by your rage it will not
become a salutary guide post but a snake, that does not breathe a salutary balm but
a deadly poison into the wound which she caused the traveller through its bite,
bringing death to the wounded.
Also do not believe that you can get rid of an enemy by killing him! Because if
here on earth he was only a simple enemy to you, after death of his body as a free
spirit, he will become a hundredfold enemy to you and will torment you with hundreds
of different evils for the rest of your life and you will not find any means to free
yourself from this invisible enemy.
Therefore, if you punish someone, punish him with love and never with rage!
(GGJ.02_164,02 ff.)
Therefore judge and condemn no one, that you may not be judged and
condemned. (GGJ.01_074,16)
However, he who wants to be My true disciple and follower should even forgive
his true and actual enemies, pray for those who have cursed him and bless
those who hate and damn him and also do good to those who harm him..

(GGJ.08_064,17)
"Bless the enemies and keep the friends in your heart, then you will become like
me, which I on the cross blessed those who have crucified me!" [Gifts from Heaven,
part 3-45.04.28,03]
Therefore, if you punish someone, punish him with love and never with rage!
(GGJ.02_164,02 ff.)
With love, you achieve everything whereas through force the evil is woken
from his sleep. What good can then come over Earth from the awakening of the
devils?
It is therefore endlessly better that love and gentleness should grow and
remain wakeful among mankind at all times and with that compel the devils to
sleep, so that you would not harm the Earth, rather than to awaken the devils
through the roaring din of power, that they then ruin the Earth with everything
on it. Tell Me how you can, or want to object to that.’ (GGJ.01_076,04,05)
"... I now say this to all out of the fullest truth which alone can truly liberate every
human being. For me,there is only one sin which is the mother of all other sins
and that Sin is called: pride!
From the pride follows everything else, what is always called sin, such as:
selfishness, lust for power, self-love, envy, usury, fraud, thievery, robbery,
wrath, murder, inertia to work, the sweet idleness at the expense of the not
haughty worker, craving for luxury and ostentation, lust of the body, adultery,
harlotry, godforsaken and finally also often a Godlessness and with this a
complete disobedience against all laws whether they are divine or merely
political origin.
Consider each of these accumulated deadly sins now wholly analytical, and you will
know its pride in the base of each.
Whoever wants to get rid of all his alleged thousand sins all of a sudden, sees to it,
that he loses his grounded pride, then he will lose also all his other sins.
Many sins are inconceivable without pride because pride is the all-sole cause of
these sins.
Sins that are committed without pride are not sins because they do not contain
the ground for sin ...
For where there is no pride, there is love which contains in itself all humility;
Love and humility, however, erase all mistakes and sins, even though there
were many of them because love and humility kill all sins!
- But if only such an atom of pride that is hiding behind the other sins, committed
people in the time of trial of their liberation, this atom will all sin revived, even the
smallest. And such spirits will once, as here, have to fight very hard to lose
even one atom of pride ... "( Gifts of Heaven, 03_49.04.06,29 ff, abbreviated)

"Justice should rule everywhere, in matters of faith as in social life. I as Christ
taught the people to understand their given teachings better. I taught the love and
the wisdom, which "love" in a right size “points”. I taught them tolerance
(virtue)or justice against all and so are these three seals the keys how My
teachings should be spread if it wants to achieve the refinement of the human race
"(Mayerhofer, Revelation of John," The Third horse "*)
*) For complete text see www.JESUS2030.de left margin column under "About the
Future (1)", ‘"Über die Zukunft (1)", Theme "Erklärung der Offenbarung des
Johannes" Explanation of the Revelation of John"
„... You should therefore not say: Behold, these people are right and those are
wrong. And these or that Commander or his operations are blessed. -So you
should also have either a joy or grief so that you experience that this or that
party has either triumphed or was beaten.
Ever you should not worry about that, what is happening now, whether right or
wrong; because I make everything that is happening so as it is happening, and
I mean, I'm Lord enough, wise enough and I'm good enough!" (Gifts of Heaven.
03_49. 04.06, 16)
„... I say unto you: Abide. Do not joy in nothing, stay fine at home (in faith) when I
will come in the near future so that I can meet you at home. I shall comfort you,
strengthen you and take you on in my new Kingdom on Earth and all stars.
But if I'll meet you not at home, you may write to even it to yourself, so you will have
either none or only a very small part of this, my biggest and last arrival."
“I tell you: I am the Lord of the whole infinity and otherwise there is no one!"
(Gifts of Heaven. 03_49. 04 06, 22f)
‘… I do not call and say: " Turn all off of your temporal existence necessary for
dealing with the world!"; because I also have not done that Myself, when I was in
the world. I myself have worked in the world and I have done with my own hands, the
world a lot of good services . And therefore, I will never say to you, "have absolutely
nothing to do with the world!" But this I tell you: slide the stone, Yes, the heavy
stone away from your Lazarus grave and soon you will perceive God's glory inside
you! But the grave must be open and then shall those who are in the tombs hear my
voice and will be woken up!
But as long as you don’t slide the stone of the tomb, so long you're too much
prisoners of death and I can scream like a night watchman and your Lazarus may
not hear me; because through the stone, the voice of love does not get through
because the stone in itself is the true symbol of Lovelessness. A stone can only be
shattered and destroyed by the voice of my wrath; but my love has not a stone before
the mouth instead of a trombone.

Such a stone is your world learned reasoning based on the mind; It is solid and
heavy and it takes much effort to lift it away from the grave. But all of whatever she
must still be taken away otherwise, my rousing voice penetrates not to the dead
Lazarus in you...
Now It's up to all of you to act accordingly to it; If you act after that then you will
also certainly come to the firm conviction, that this revelation is not from the mouth of
a man but from my own mouth. However, if you just read it like a world's book, then
it will remain for you just also a work of a human, a world's book! ' (Text
explanations-016, 09-15)
As long as My teachings are not obeyed completely and in everything, it will
not get better here, whether for individuals in the beyond or in general. But whoever
obeys My teachings in their entirety, will be well here as well as in the beyond. A
humble soul soon finds her way in all situations. And since such a soul is the
closest to Me, she is at all times assured of the safest and best help. (Earth and
Moon-63:28)
Therefore, everything depends on the free and cheerfully generous love for a
neighbor; the highest possible self-denial is the revelation of the prophecy
itself. There you have now the correct answer to the most important question
of life. Think about it and act accordingly and you will be justified before one
another before your brothers and before God! For what the Lord does now
himself, people will also have to do this in order to become similar to him and
so His children.( GGJ 03_241,10)
To consideration: In addition to the above-mentioned demand for neighbor-love,
Jesus also says:
"It is quite clear in itself that a malicious man is not to be given any more opportunity
by a non-friendship (an excessively great kindness ) so that he thereby grows in his
anger an gets more bad intentions than he had before.( GGJ10_215,04ff)
See www.JESUS2030.de, left marginal column under "Short texts", topics "On the
right to counter-warfare", "On the admission of war", "Who is my neighbor
(Kurztexte", "Vom Recht auf Gegenwehr", "Über die Zulassung des Krieges", "Wer ist
mein Nächster?" )
==================================================================

++++++++++++++++++++++

=======================================================
Helmut Nadlinger from Austria
Good evening Gerhard,
To the previous JLB, I would like to say that you give the suicide of Schumi a lot of
space which he probably does not deserve. Even if a lady obviously appreciates him
very much and advertises for him besides mentioning his book and publisher .But
there will be JLB readers that are weak and by so much "praise" on the part of this
woman, they may fall victim to this plagiarizer ....
Now I would also like to share my thoughts and reasoned opinion on the topic
"rapture". You can also publish it in the Bulletin if you wish. I will write one and other
about it and hold it general:
The prophecies of a Norwegian pastor were recently made public in the JLB to us
and the effects that the "Rapture in the Clouds of Heaven" will cause. Will they do
that?
Will the impacts be such that planes fall from the sky because the pilot has been
"snatched", cars will collide because they are without drivers, people disappear
without a trace and families are torn apart - and all this, for the people unexplainable
events according to the will of God? Is this not thought too simplistic and thought
small, too literally explain this Bible-text intellectually?
If we take the Rapture so literally, we can also start with the eye ripping and the
cutting off hands for it is also, after all, in the book of the books.
Is not our God and Creator exalted above all human thought and will this rapture not
proceed in an infinitely wiser way than we small people can ever imagine ? Should
we not imagine this longed-for rapture much more spiritually than physically!
God is spirit and as such, he will free those people who carry the love of Jesus within
them, and through this time from the worldly thought and the weaknesses of their
souls and move them into the state of a reborn!
Unrecognized for outsiders, hidden in the "clouds" of his inner love. For mankind,
certainly needs the daily chaos and worldly hardship, and this through the mercy of
the Lord, reborn to serve his neighbor and the still weak but willing fellow-citizens.
The Satan in economics and politics, the incorrigible and opportunistics will be swept
away and those who are taken into the Spirit will, according to God's will and action,
be the future leaders on earth.
This
is
my
humble
opinion
that
I
have
found
without
sight.
Well, Gerard, a daring assertion on my part? Maybe, but I can imagine it.
And so I say: all love.

Answer Gerard
Hello Helmut,
What you describe there, there is actually no objection on it, only on a few points. But
... just in case that 'the rapture' would still take place soon, our Lord is certainly able
to dematerialize airplanes, cars and machinery and many material things. so that
nothing happens to the 'survivors'. There are also enough examples in the GGJ by
Jacob Lorber.
If a prophet receives images of the future through the Lord, is the great experience
[according to the Bible] that the intervening period is mostly 40-70 years before the
prophecy comes true.
According to Wilfried Schlätz, this only takes place until after the millennial kingdom
of peace. That this will happen is quite sure !! I consider it superfluous [in the case of
Olav Rodge, December 1952] that we must wait more than 1000 years before the
prophecy of O.R. comes true. [1952 + 70 = 2022] This topic will be mentioned more
than once. G.

===========================================

Theme Endtime
What we always forget at The Entime are the words of Jesus:
The year, the day and the hour I cannot tell you with certainty because
everything on this Earth depends on the complete free will of
men….(GGJ.09_070,02) so here we can look long, for a precice time.
================================================================

Currently: the year of Luther
By Wilhelm Erdmann
The Gospel of John is, according to the explanation-Revelation of Jacob Lorber, the
love gospel in which John, the disciple of Jesus has written the teachings of God-asJesus-Christ. Chapter 11 is important for the Lorber movement.
At a Swedenborg meeting the German Lutherans realize that in Austria, which is
governed by the Jesuits, there are hardly any Lutherans in public, for all Lutherans
who have been able to work, have emigrated to Prussia after they were bought out
[...]
A member of the Swedenborg movement, points out to the Lutherans, that the
members of the Swedenborg movement are also Lutherans and are strongly
represented in Austria outside the public and are selling Luther Bibles, which are also
read diligently there.
Probably, in Austria the Luther Bible is more read than in the rest of the Germanspeaking Region. Jakob Lorber, a member of the Swedenborg movement in Graz,
even read the Bible every day, although he could be imprisoned for it whereby he
loses his property.

As a precaution, his brothers had taken over his considerable fortune in busness, so
that his daughter inherited only a Luther Bible and a violin. The violin had to be
certified again by an expert to the Stradivari.
The Bible, she had to sell it to a foreign German-speaking country because it was not
allowed to be read in Austria. Insight in her father's fortune went slowly, with the help
of the Swedenborg movement was decided that the possesion of the buisness losses
of the uncle went via Jakob Lorber’s daughter.
Jakob Lorber received, when he almost knew by heart a large part of the Lutheran
Bible, via the Lord's inner word an dictated explanationRevalation. In this way the
Lutherans, like the dead Lazarus in Austria, rose from the tomb of the Jesuits.
Even today, the explanation Revelation by Jakob Lorber, who has emerged from the
Swedenborg movement and the notifications of the Lorber movement, were
persecuted by all the devils of this world, and ignored by all church and secretly
pursued with exasperation .
Martin Luther has thrown his inkwell after the devil. Nowadays the devil has made
sure that the ink stain on the guardian-Castle was removed before fort he Luther
year. He regrets, however, that he can not remove the declarations of the Lorber
movement.

===========================================
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===================================================================
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